
Steel Beam Sizes (W Shape)  Notation: W AXB   A=Nominal Depth (in.)   B=Nominal Weight (lb/ft) 

Depth (in.) Schematic Design Choice 
12 W12X26 
14 W14X30 
16 W16X36 
18 W18X40 
21 W21X50 
24 W24X68 
27 W27X84 
30 W30X108 
33 W33x130 
36 W36X160 

 

The sizes given above are taken from the American Institute of Steel Construction (AISC) Steel 
Construction Manual.  I have provided typical beam sizes used in a building under medium loading such 
as your current project.  The provided sizes are generally conservative, but appropriate for the schematic 
design stage.  In the Design Development stage of structural design, analysis would be performed and the 
beam weights will be increased or decreased accordingly to make the structure more efficient.  As you 
will notice, the weight (in lb/ft) increases rapidly above a 24” depth which is equivalent to a 40’ beam 
span using the rules of thumb.  This further indicates that the practical limit for rolled steel framing (W 
shapes) is approximately 40’ and open web joists become a more efficient framing member above this 
length. 

Steel Column Sizes (W Shape) Notation: W AXB  A=Nominal Depth (in.) B=Nominal Weight (lb/ft) 

Size (in.) Schematic Design Choice 
4 W4X13 
6 W6X20 
8 W8X35 

10 W10X39 
12 W12X45 
14 W14X53 

 

The sizes given above are taken from the American Institute of Steel Construction (AISC) Steel 
Construction Manual.  I have provided typical column sizes used in a building under medium loading.  
You will notice that the cross sectional area of the chosen columns tend to be square in shape compared to 
the deep and slender rectangular areas of the beams.  This is related to the behavior of steel in 
compression and flexure.  The depth of the beam plays a larger role in the flexural (bending) strength than 
the width and therefore beams tend to be slender to optimize the steel.  Column strength on the other hand 
is related to the amount of load a column can support before buckling.  Therefore, slenderness is a 
column’s enemy and a square cross sectional area is optimal in compression.  The principles are the same 
for using a round or square structural steel tube (HSS) columns.  Below are available HSS sizes that are 
acceptable for schematic design. 

 



Steel Column Sizes (Square HSS Shape)   

Notation: HSS AXBXC   A=Nominal Depth (in.) B=Nominal Width (in.) C=Nominal Thickness (in.) 

Size (in.) Schematic Design Choice 
4 HSS4X4X1/2 
6 HSS6X6X1/2 
8 HSS8X8X1/2 

10 HSS10X10X1/2 
12 HSS12X12X1/2 
14 HSS14X14X1/2 

 

Steel Column Sizes (Round HSS Shape) 

Notation: HSS AXB   A=Nominal Diameter (in.) B=Nominal Thickness (in.) 

Size (in.) Schematic Design Choice 
4 HSS4.000X0.250 (1/2” N/A in this size) 
6 HSS6.000X0.500 
8 HSS8.625X0.500 (8” N/A in this size) 

10 HSS10.000X0.500 
12 HSS12.750X0.500 (12” N/A in this size) 
14 HSS14.000X0.500) 

 

 


